
Daniel Torres
Text Box
Add PCD File No. PPR2140

Daniel Torres
Callout
Please add Final to the title of the report.

EPC Stormwater - Glenn Reese
Contractor
For the next submittal, please upload the original file so that it is a searchable pdf, not a scanned copy. If need be, sign electronically so that all pages of the form do not have to be scanned, or just scan the signature page and insert it into the rest of the document. It is much easier for us this way. 







Daniel Torres
Callout
Please revise per the attached FIRM map (08041C0952G) and identify the zone it is in.

Daniel Torres
Callout
The letter of intent only indicates the addition of RV/trailer sites. No tent sites are identified. Please coordinate with your project manager/planner so that the appropriate proposed items are accounted for.

Daniel Torres
Callout
Provide description of historic runoff, historic runoff values, and a historic conditions drainage map to compare with the proposed developed runoff values per DCMV1 chapter 4. Also, It was stated in the letter of intent for the variance of use that historic/undeveloped conditions would be addressed. See excerpt on next page

EPC Stormwater - Glenn Reese
Contractor
Please discuss this grading in more detail. 



Daniel Torres
Callout
Please indicate what the downstream facilities are and provide analysis.

Daniel Torres
Callout
Please indicate the total area of disturbance in acres proposed. Also, identify total area that was recently disturbed

EPC Stormwater - Glenn Reese
SW - Rectangle

EPC Stormwater - Glenn Reese
Contractor
Address WQ per discussion in LOI excerpt from VA185 shown below. Please detail all land disturbance that has occurred onsite since March 10, 2008 and whether or not each of those disturbances has been finally stabilized. If total soil disturbance has been >1ac, you will need to address WQ. 

Daniel Torres
Image

Daniel Torres
Text Box
Please provide a conclusions section and state whether or not this development will adversely affect the surrounding properties or the downstream





Daniel Torres
Callout
Please show this culvert on the drainage plan















Daniel Torres
Cloud+

Daniel Torres
Cloud+
Please label and show the recently installed retaining wall and provide the resulting contours after the installation of the retaining wall.

Daniel Torres
Text Box
Provide a summary table of the basin/ design point runoff values

Daniel Torres
Callout
The flow arrows shown do not appear to match those on the GEC plan. Revise so that they are consistent with each other.

Daniel Torres
Text Box
The FAE identifies an entry drive and pan that are not shown on the plans. Please provide.

EPC Stormwater - Glenn Reese
Contractor
show more flow arrows throughout site and offsite to give a more general idea of flow paths. 




